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ABSTRACT
To meet the increasing demands for very large memory
capacities, bandwidth and energy efficiency, researchers
are exploring the use of heterogeneous memory sys-
tems that combine faster 3D-DRAMs, DDRx with non-
volatile Phase Change Memories. Previous work man-
aged 3D-DRAM as either a cache or part of flat-address
space memory. We explore a different alternative by in-
vestigating prefetching as a technique to bridge the per-
formance gap between fast and slow memories. More
specifically, we evaluate prefetching for a set of SPEC
CPU2006 and HPC benchmarks in a flat-addressable
heterogeneous memory comprising of HBM (3D DRAM)
and Phase Change Memory (PCM). We find that large
prefetch buffers (64MB) can outperform smaller buffer
sizes (2MB), however the large buffer cannot fit on-
processor die due to area constraints. Hence, in this
paper we propose and evaluate a 3D-DRAM resident
prefetch buffer that allows to accommodate larger buffers.
Such“3D-DRAM-resident”prefetching can also take ad-
vantage of higher memory bandwidth. We also present
new prefetching schemes that accommodate the differ-
ences in data path as compared to traditional prefetch-
ers as well as tuned for emerging memory technolo-
gies. We show that reserving a small fraction (1/32th
to 1/8th) of HBM memory to host a hardware prefetch
buffer can improve instruction per cycle (IPC), by an
average of 34% and a maximum of 98% over a baseline
system with no-prefetching. We also compare HBM-
resident prefetching against CAMEO and Alloy cache
schemes, and found that prfetching outperforms both on
average by 60% and 10% respectively. We evaluate com-
posite schemes involving prefetching with CAMEO, and
prefetching with Alloy cache, and we find that, most of
the workloads those benefit from each of the policies in-
dividually, the composite scheme provides even better
performance, which motivate us to design such compos-
ite schemes for future heterogeneous systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Demand for memory performance has been on the rise

especially for data-intensive applications such as HPC,
cloud computing and scale-out computing. These appli-
cations need memory systems with very large capacities
(100s of GBs to TBs), high bandwidth (TB/s) and en-
ergy efficiency. Newer 3D-stacked DRAM (3D-DRAM)

such as HBM and HMC provide much higher bandwidth
and consumes less energy than conventional DRAM.
However, 3D-DRAM is not likely to have sufficient ca-
pacity to meet the requirements of data-intensive ap-
plications [1]. Emerging Non-volatile memory (NVM)
technologies, on the other hand, are much denser, con-
sume low static power and are scalable to provide suf-
ficient capacity [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. However, they
are still slower than conventional DRAM memories and
have limited write-endurance.

As no single memory technology can provide both
large capacity and high bandwidth, it is natural to ex-
plore heterogeneous memory systems that employ dis-
parate memory technologies together [4, 1, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13]. Heterogeneous memory systems introduce their
own challenges due to the differences in the charac-
teristics of their constituent memory technologies (e.g.
storage capacity, access latency, bandwidth, endurance
etc.). Recent research has been investigating solutions
to these challenges [4, 1, 9, 10, 11] which focus on either
employing fast 3D-DRAM memory as a cache for slow
memory or employing both fast and slow memories as
part of a single physical address space from operating
system (OS) point of view (“flat-address space”). Cache-
based schemes do not need software changes, however
they need to deal with maintaining large tag space.
On the other hand flat-address schemes, while expos-
ing entire memory capacity, need to efficiently migra-
tion/placement of hot data in the faster memory.

We propose to use prefetching methods for bridging
the performance gap between 3D-DRAM and NVM.
Conventional memory-to-processor prefetching brings data
from slower memories (farther from core) to an on-chip
buffer (nearer to core). Prefetching can improve perfor-
mance with much larger capacities [14, 10], for exam-
ple, prefetch buffer of size 32MB, 64MB, and 128MB
can improve IPC by 27%, 34% and 40% respectively,
whereas a 2MB buffer can improve IPC by only 19%
over no prefetching. But such large buffer capacities
are infeasible: on-chip buffer capacity is typically lim-
ited to 1MB or 2MB [15].

In this research, we study a flat-address-space hetero-
geneous memory system consisting of faster 3D-DRAM
(specifically a HBM) and slower NVM (specifically a
PCM). Since it is not feasible to provide such large
SRAM based on-chip buffers, in this paper, we describe



a “3D-DRAM resident” prefetching by setting aside a
portion of faster HBM as the buffer and customized
prefetch policies. Prefetching can be used with or with-
out page migration such a those reported in [4, 1,
9]. We prefetch data from slower PCM into a buffer
space in faster HBM (by storing a copy) and service
LLC misses from the buffer on a hit. The advantage
is that it provides faster access to data (than access-
ing it from PCM) while avoiding costly updates to page
tables (that is required in page migration techniques)
and minimize write-backs to PCM. Another advantage
of prefetching is that it might be able to drastically re-
duce PCM accesses even for“cold”misses, by predicting
unseen future addresses (neither a straight-forward de-
mand cache nor a hotness-based page migration scheme
can avoid cold misses).

In this paper, we first present a prefetching scheme
that relies entirely on predictability, which is generally
known as distance prefetching [16]. Next we present
a temporal locality based prefetching that relies on the
access counts to data blocks. We also introduce a sim-
ple open-page prefetching policy which can be seen as
a relaxed caching policy along with these prefetching
techniques.

The primary contributions of this paper are:

1. A novel “3D-DRAM-resident” prefetching hosted
in the faster memory to buffer pages of the slower
memory.

2. A buffer architecture that is designed to take ad-
vantage of memory-level parallelism afforded by
the higher number of channels in HBM.

3. Three prefetching policies that are designed to take
into account the data transfer path and character-
istics of the emerging memory technologies.

4. We also explore to see if 3D-DRAM resident prefetch-
ing can be used with existing data migration and
caching techniques.

Our studies show performance improvements (IPC)
of 33% on average (maximum 70%) for SPEC CPU2006
workloads and 40% on average (98% maximum) for a
set of HPC applications over a baseline system with no-
prefetching.

Stand-alone 3D-DRAM-resident prefetching provides
an average performance improvement of 60% over stand-
alone CAMEO model [11] and 10% over Alloy caching
[12]. Here, we must mention that we have used different
memory technology and capacities (1:16 of 3D-DRAM
to PCM instead of 1:3 of 3D-DRAM to DDR DRAM)
than proposed in the original CAMEO work [11], and
thus due to the high memory pressure in 3D-DRAM
and much slower writes of PCM compared to conven-
tional DRAM, we observe very little performance im-
provement by CAMEO. For the composite scheme 3D-
DRAM-resident prefetching combined with CAMEO based
migration, we see an average performance gain of 22%
over stand-alone CAMEO. However this composite scheme
does not outperform stand-alone prefetching scheme,

since for many of the workloads we see performance
degradation by CAMEO. Another composite scheme
where such prefetching is combined with Alloy caching,
provides an average performance gain of 21% over stand-
alone Alloy caching, and 18% over only prefetching.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Emerging Memory Technology
3D-Stacked DRAM (3D-DRAM) is a recent mem-

ory technology where several DRAM dies are stacked
on top of each other and connected through a number
of through-silicon vias (TSV). TSVs provide high band-
width data access while consuming less energy than tra-
ditional interconnects. Two commonly known examples
of 3D-DRAM are HBM [17] and HMC [18]. Such mem-
ories consumes ∼70% [19] less energy than conventional
DRAM. Recent prototypes of such memories come with
a capacity of 8GB/stack. HBM can provide bandwidth
of 256GB/sec per stack [17], and HMC can provide
bandwidth of 320GB/sec by employing multiple high-
speed SerDes links [18]. Hence such memories are very
suitable for high-bandwidth consuming applications.

Phase change memory (PCM) is a non-volatile
memory (NVM) that relies on the state or phase of
material that changes between amorphous and solid.
Each PCM cell may hold one bit (single-level cell, SLC)
or represent multiple bits (multi-level cell, MLC) and
hence can be much more dense than traditional DRAM.
Also, depending on this choice SLC or MLC, PCM may
exhibit higher access latency (∼2x for reads and 4x-32x
for writes) and higher read (2x) and write energies (4x-
140x) than conventional DRAM [20, 21]. PCM has lim-
ited write endurance of 106 to 109 cycles [2, 20]. On the
other hand, PCM consumes less idle state power [21]
and offers lower cost-per-bit than conventional DRAM
[20]. Addressing PCM limitations is an active research
area [2, 3, 4, 20, 22]. It is generally believed that PCM
is one of the most promising NVMs that can be used as
large-scale memory system in the near future.

2.2 Heterogeneous Memory Systems
As previously stated, no single memory technology

(3D-DRAM, DDRx DRAM or PCM) meet the capac-
ity, access latencies and energy efficiencies of emerging
applications, leading to a growing interest in using sev-
eral different technologies to comprise memory systems.
In some studies, the faster memory (either 3D-DRAM
with respect to traditional DRAM or DRAM with re-
spect to PCM) has been employed as a cache for the
slower memory [4, 1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In other stud-
ies, two or more memory technologies are managed as
part of a single physical address space that is visible
to the OS, but migrating pages from slower to faster
memories. Meswani et al., [1] proposed minimal hard-
ware that tracks page access counts to identify most
frequently accessed “hot” pages and migrates them to
HBM, while others use demand driven [11] or set duel-
ing methods [9] to manage page migration triggers. To
make room for hot pages, infrequently accessed “cold”
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pages must be copied to slower memory. Since PCM
has limited write endurance, higher write latency and
higher write energy, evictions to PCM will cause per-
formance and energy penalties. In addition page migra-
tions require changes to page table entries and TLBs,
adding to the penalties. These penalties can be min-
imized when page migration takes place infrequently,
say every 100 milliseconds, or using hardware to aid in
address translations [1, 11, 9].

As an alternative, our prefetching technique copies
data from the slower memory into a buffer resident in
the faster memory using different prefetching policies
(which relies on predictability and/or locality) and ser-
vices LLC misses from there if the data is found in
the buffer. The location changes done by prefetching
is tracked using hardware-based address remapping ta-
ble and hence it avoids any updates to page tables and
TLBs. It also minimize the number of writes to PCM,
when compared to data migration policies. In demand
caching, every demand miss must be filled into the cache
but in case of prefetching this is not the case. Prefetch-
ing policies first analyze the memory access patterns
and then try prefetch data opportunistically while caus-
ing as less interference with demand requests as possi-
ble. Thus caching and prefetching relies on different
principles for bringing the data in.

2.3 Prefetching

2.3.1 Hardware Prefetching Techniques
In conventional prefetching, data from lower level mem-

ories (farther from core) are fetched into higher level
memories (nearer to core) before it is requested by the
processor. Some of the most basic hardware based prefetch-
ing techniques are stride prefetching [23], stream buffers [14]
and Markov prefetching [24]. Stride prefetching de-
tects repeating strides (offsets) in the memory address
stream, and stores it in a table typically indexed by the
program counter. Then using the program counter of
the recent instruction, it finds appropriate stride and
predicts the future addresses. Prfetching degree refers
to the number of items to be prefetched, i.e., if the de-
gree is N, then N data items will be prefetched. Markov
prefetching employs address correlation. By storing the
history of the miss address stream it predicts the future
addresses that may appear after an address that was
previously seen. A generalization of Markov prefetch-
ing is distance prefetching [16], which stores the history
of “deltas” (or differences) between any two consecutive
miss addresses.

For emerging memory technologies, different hard-
ware prefetching policies have been explored. Ahn et
al. [25] proposed to prefetch data from HMC memory
layers into a small SRAM buffer residing in the logic
layer of HMC using stream prefetcher [14] at cache line
(64 byte) granularity. In the study by Oskin et al. [10]
HBM is employed as an OS page cache for conven-
tional DRAM memory, and they have employed stride
prefetching at OS page (4KB) granularity. Yoon et
al. [26] proposed caching PCM row buffers with high

access and conflict counts into conventional DRAM to
avoid repeated opening of the same row in PCM.

2.4 Motivation for a New Prefetch Architec-
ture

Ahn et al. [25] used a simple stream prefetcher at
cache line granularity to prefetch into HMC-resident
prefetch buffer. However workloads with good spatial
locality can benefit if more cache lines are fetched. Since
stride prefetching is beneficial [10] we evaluate distance
prefetching policies (which is the generalized approach
of stride prefetching) at larger block granularities (ex-
ample 2KB in our evaluation). Yoon et al. [26] have
shown improvement by caching PCM rows with high
access counts. However, memories with high Memory
Level Parallelism (MLP) distribute their cache blocks
from the same physical page to a number of channels
and as such tracking row buffer conflicts may no longer
be beneficial since the locality is now spread over chan-
nels and they may not conflict. In our evaluation we
configure each type of memory with cache line level ad-
dress interleaving to make most of the MLP and design
access-count-tracking based prefetching policies suited
in such a setup. Finally, we also compare and evalu-
ate the simpler open page prefetching, albeit with row
buffer level interleaving. Unlike processor resident prefetch-
ing (we simply call it on-chip prefetching), HBM resi-
dent prefetching can rely on very large buffers (a frac-
tion of the total HBM capacity) and achieve higher lev-
els of performance gains [10]. This approach not only
eliminates the capacity constraints, but also allow high
bandwidth utilization through MLP when the prefetch
buffer is split over multiple channels of HBM. Using
only 1/32nd to 1/8th of the total HBM capacity we can
improve the IPC on average 27% and 40% respectively.

3. 3D-DRAM RESIDENT PREFETCHING
In this section we present our proposed 3D-DRAM

resident prefetching. In this study, as an example 3D-
DRAM, we use HBM. In Section 3.1 we present the
architecture of HBM resident prefetching with a discus-
sion about the choice of design parameters, and in next
Section 3.2 we describe our prefetching polices. Sec-
tion 3.3 shows a possible integrations of 3D-DRAM res-
ident prefetching with page migration and caching tech-
niques. Section 6 contains a discussion of such prefetch-
ing technique.

3.1 Architecting a HBM Resident Buffer
Figure 1 provides a high level system design compar-

ing on-processor-chip with 3D-DRAM resident prefetch
buffer for a flat-address memory organization comprised
of HBM and PCM used in our evaluations; detailed con-
figuration is provided in Section 4. While designing our
prefetch architecture we addressed four design parame-
ters: i) prefetch buffer location, ii) prefetch granularity,
iii) prefetch initiation and iv) prefetch policies.

The first design parameter dictates where to host the
prefetch buffer and its associated data path for copy-
ing data to the buffer, which directly influences the
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Figure 1: High level organization of on-processor-chip
prefetching and HBM-resident prefetching.

cost/time for completing the prefetch operation. In our
design we host the prefetch buffer in the HBM and com-
pare our design with on-chip SRAM buffers. Storing
the prefetch buffer in the HBM necessitates a different
data path for bringing data to the buffer as shown in
Figure 2. In on-chip prefetching, data travels one way-
from memory to the on-chip buffer,but in HBM resi-
dent prefetching, data travels first from slower memory
to the on-chip temporary swap buffer (not shown in the
figure) and from there to the HBM resident buffer.

Prefetch granularity influences the cost for storing
and accessing tags for prefetched data. Since the HBM
resident prefetch buffer is large and much slower than he
smaller and faster SRAM implemented on-chip buffers,
the tag array size of the HBM buffers can become very
large if cache line (64byte) granularity is used for prefetch-
ing, and such large tag storage cannot be included on-
chip [12] and must be palced on HBM itself. This
might increase the access time for tag lookup. We how-
ever, use a coarser granularity (2KB, which equals 32
64B cache lines) to reduce the tag storage: a 4-way set
associative 64MB prefetch buffer with a 2KB block size
results in a tag storage of 288KB, which can be placed
on-chip.

Prefetch initiation dictates when to issue a prefetch
request; prefetching too often can interfere with demand
requests, but timely prefetching can improve perfor-
mance. Like conventional on-chip prefetcher, our de-
sign snoops every LLC miss and feed the miss stream
to our prefetch engine to generate addresses to prefetch.
Ideally one may consider prefetching every such address,
but both memories (HBM and PCM) may be busy serv-
ing demand requests and prioritizing prefetch requests
over demand requests can slow down both of them.
We take an “opportunistic” approach and only prefetch
(read) from the PCM when it is not busy serving de-
mand read requests. However, for storing (write) the
prefetched data to the HBM resident buffer, we treat
demand write requests and prefetch write requests with
equal priority, since write is not in the critical path of
execution and since there are more channels associated
with HBM.

Lastly, we have to design prefetch policies to amortize
the cost of the longer data path and the difference in
buffer storage technology. We design prefetching poli-
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cies that predict farther into future or have higher con-
fidence in their prediction. Details on our polices are
described in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 System Organization
Figure 2 shows the system organization of our prefetch-

ing technique. The processor package contains multiple
cores with a shared LLC and a set of Memory Con-
trollers (MCs) to address the HBM and PCM memory.
We use 8 HBM channels and 2 PCM channels with one
memory controller per channel. Figure 2 shows details
of one HBM MC and one PCM MC to keep the figure
readable. Each MC contains a READ queue (RD Q),
WRITE queue (WR Q) and the PCM MC also contains
a Prefetch queue (Pref. Q). We reserve a small fraction
of the HBM for the prefetch buffer (in our experiments
64MB of 1GB HBM) and we refer to this space as HBM
resident prefetch buffer (HRPB). This HRPB address
space is not visible to the OS and hence non-allocable.
The hardware based global prefetch controller is located
on-chip and it snoops each LLC miss. We have assumed
that the OS visible physical address range is statically
partitioned over HBM (excluding the HRPB portion)
and PCM. The HRPB address range is only visible to
the prefetch controller.

We prefetch (copy) larger blocks (2KB size) from the
PCM to the HRPB. The original page is still kept in
PCM so we do not need to update the page mapping.
We store the HRPB tag array on-chip inside the GPC,
the tag array also serves as the prefetch buffer map-
ping table. The HRPB is 4-way set associative and we
use least recently used (LRU) eviction policy for using
HRPB. The HRPB is set as a write-back buffer as op-
posed to write-through which would require every write
to be written to the PCM resulting in higher latency
and energy costs. Accordingly, in the mapping table
with each address tag (which is the original PCM phys-
ical address of that block) we store one valid bit, one
dirty bit and a 32 bit vector for tracking dirty cache lines
in the prefetched block. To prefetch a block from PCM
to the HRPB we need the new destination address of
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that block inside the HRPB (HRPB physical address).
Since each entry in the mapping table corresponds to
a fixed physical address in the HRPB, we do not need
to explicitly store the HRPB physical addresses in the
table. Rather, on a tag hit in the mapping table, the
HRPB physical address can be dynamically generated.
While evicting (over writing) a block from the HRPB,
the prefetch controller first checks the dirty bit (and
then the dirty bit vector if required) in the mapping ta-
ble. If the evicted block is dirty, the prefetch controller
writes out only the dirty cache lines back to the PCM;
for clean blocks no writes are required. To know the
write back address to the PCM, simply the tag bits of
the mapping table entry is used. The prefetching poli-
cies are implemented in the prefetch policy engine which
resides inside the prefetch controller.

3.1.2 How to Access Prefetched Data in HRPB?
On every LLC miss, the address is redirected to the

prefetch controller. The controller first checks the ad-
dress range to see if the miss address is a PCM address
(we assume that the physical address range is statically
partitioned between HBM and PCM) and if it is, then
the controller looks up the mapping table. If a match
found, then depending on the mapping table entry num-
ber the new destination address (inside the HRPB) is
also known, and the request is directed to HRPB. The
solid path with numbers 1, 2, and 3 shows this flow
in Figure 2. Unlike traditional prefetch techniques, the
missing data is not moved to the OS visible memory
space of the HBM (hence avoiding costly page table
remapping activities), but kept in the prefetch buffer.
If not found in the mapping table, the LLC miss request
is sent to the PCM and the data is read directly from
the PCM to the LLC (in Figure 2 solid path 4 and 5).
The data is not brought into the HRPB since it is a
prefetch buffer and not a cache. For every miss in the
mapping table we add necessary delay overhead to the
request which is the time spent on tag array matching.
The delay is fairly small since the tag array of a 4-way
set associative HRPB itself is a small 4-way associative
cache. For example, corresponding to a 64MB HRPB
there will be 32,768 entries (one entry per 2KB) stored
in the mapping table, with each entry being 9 bytes long
(1 valid bit + 1 dirty bit + 37 bit block address tag +
32 bit dirty bit vector = 9byte). Hence the mapping
table can be seen as a 4-way set associative cache with
size 288KB (32,768 x 9B).

3.1.3 How to prefetch data from PCM to HRPB?
Each LLC miss request is first redirected to the prefetch

controller (figure 3 solid path 1), then the comtroller
checks the address range to know if it falls in PCM. If
yes, then the policy engine will generate the next ad-
dress to prefetch depending on the prefetching policy.
The prefetch controller first checks if the prefetch ad-
dress generated by the policy engine is already present
in the HRPB. Otherwise, it generates prefetch read re-
quests to the PCM and reads that block into a swap
buffer located inside the prefetch controller. The swap

buffer holds one block of prefetched data (2KB). The
prefetch controller then finds the appropriate location
to store the data in the HRPB by checking the mapping
table. If there is no free entry in the intended set of the
mapping table, it simply invalidates the LRU entry of
the required set to make room for the new block in the
HRPB and generates write requests accordingly; this
flow is shown in Figure 2 by dotted paths numbered 2,
3, and 4. After the prefetch controller has successfully
sent out the write requests to the HBM, it then updates
the mapping table entry with the new block’s address
tag and sets the valid bit.

3.2 Prefetching Policies
As described above, the prefetch path is longer for

HBM resident prefetching; since there is no direct path
between PCM and HBM, PCM data is first copied onto
swap area inside the prefetch controller and then moved
to HBM resident buffer. This increases the time to com-
plete the prefetching and requires us to look farther into
future in deciding what addresses to prefetch. Hence we
evaluate prefetching policies that relies on predictabil-
ity versus policies that relies on only locality. In this
paper we first present a prefetching scheme that re-
lies entirely on predictability, which is generally known
as distance prefetching [16]. We show how this con-
ventional prefetching policy performs for HBM resident
prefetching. Next we design a temporal locality based
scheme for prefetching that relies on the access counts
to data blocks. Such access-count-based prefetching
may provide higher confidence that the prefetched data
will be useful, just as access-count-based page migration
schemes have been shown to work well in heterogeneous
systems [1, 4]. We also evaluate the open-page prefetch-
ing policy, which can be seen as a relaxed caching policy.
Unlike conventional prefetching in 64B granularity, we
use 2KB (size of a memory row buffer) block as our
prefetch granularity, and while implementing the fol-
lowing prefetching policies we consider the 2KB block
address which covers the missed LLC line.

3.2.1 Distance Prefetching Policy
Distance prefetching is a generalization of Markov

prefetching that relies on correlating deltas (differences)
between addresses [16]. In a correlation table it stores
each unique delta (as an index key) and subsequent
deltas seen right after the key delta. Then using this
delta correlation table it predicts the future addresses
to prefetch. Distance prefetching does not require pro-
gram counter information and it can even find repeat-
ing sequences with non-unit strides. We choose to use
the Global History Buffer (GHB) structure to imple-
ment the distance prefetcher as presented by Nesbit et
al. [27] and call it the Global Delta Correlation (GDC)
prefetching policy. It has very small storage overhead,
for example, for a 512 entry Index table and a 512 entry
GHB table the storage overhead is only 8KB [27]. Also
it provides higher accuracy and fewer conflicts when
compared to the other table based implementations. In
GDC prefetching, by varying width degree we can ex-
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plore different prefetching paths and by varying depth
degree we can decide how far into future we want prefetch.
For our workloads we found that width degree 1 and
depth degree 4 provides the best results.

3.2.2 Hotness Based Policy
As we make the prefetch granularity coarser than the

conventional cache block size, we may prefetch cache
lines that may never be accessed and thus wasting both
bandwidth and space in the prefetch buffer. We re-
quire higher confidence with our prefetching policies to
achieve higher prefetch accuracy and coverage. As done
in many page migration studies [1, 4] we also use the
“hotness” metric, i.e. a count of the number of access to
a block in deciding whether to prefetch a block to our
prefetch buffer HRPB. Whenever a block is accessed
more than a the set number of times (e.g. count of 8)
we generate a prefetch request for that block. Unlike
in page migration policies that migrate pages only at
fixed intervals or epochs [1, 4], our prefetching occurs
as soon as the acccess count to a block exceeds the set
threshold. We use a fixed threshold values (e.g. 4/8/16)
in our study. We call this hotness based (HB) policy.
The storage and latency costs to keep the memory ac-
cess count for every memory block can be very high; for
example a 16GB memory with 2KB block size requires
8M entries and assuming 6 byte counters (37-bit tag +
11-bit counters) results in 48MB storage. Hence, it is
not feasible to store full access counts on-chip and will
likely be stored in memory resulting in expensive mem-
ory latency for updating the counts. Thus, to mitigate
the storage cost we use a hotness count cache with 16K
(16,384) entries to hold the hotness count of recently ac-
cessed blocks, it works in similar manner as filter cache
presented in CHOP study [28]. We found that 16K
entries result in nearly the same performance gains as
that of keeping full counts for the workloads used in
our study. Each entry of the hotness count cache is 6
bytes (37 address tag bit and rest of the bits can used
to keep hotness count), hence the size of the hotness
count cache is only 96KB, which can be stored on-chip.
We configure this cache to be a 8-way set associative
and store it inside the prefetch controller. Accessing
and updating an 8-way 96KB SRAM cache has small
delay but this delay overhead effects the prefetch path
and not the actual program execution path.

3.2.3 Open Page Policy
In this case, to benefit from row buffer locality, we

change our physical memory address interleaving from
cache line level to memory page (e.g., row with size
2KB) level granularity so now each 2KB sized block
falls to the same row. To minimize opening the same
row in PCM repeatedly, we employ a simple prefetching
policy that attempts to prefetch any row buffer that is
open, and hence name it open-page (OP) policy. We
take this generalized scheme since we prefetch oppor-
tunistically by always giving lower priority to prefetch
requests and only prefetch when there is no pending de-
mand requests. It is different from [26] since we do not

to keep any access/conflict count per row buffer.

3.3 Other Composite Schemes
In the previous sections 3.1 and 3.2, we discussed

the implementation details of a HRPB in a heteroge-
neous flat-address-space memory system that serves as
a stand-alone performance optimization technique. In
this section, we explore two different composite schemes
by augmenting page migration and caching techniques
proposed for heterogeneous memory systems with our
HBM resident prefetching. As an example migration
technique we use CAMEO [11] and as an example caching
technique we use Alloy cache [12], because of their sim-
plicity and efficiency but we feel that HRPB can be
used with other page migration and caching techniques
as well by making proper integrations.

3.3.1 CAMEO with HBM Resident Prefetching
Chou et al. proposed CAMEO (CAche-like MEmory

Organization) for a two level memory system compris-
ing of faster (i.e., 3D-DRAM) and slower (i.e., DDR
DRAM) memories [11]. The 3D-DRAM stores recently
accessed data by employing a“cache-like”migration pol-
icy, but is visible to the OS as a part of flat-address
space along with the slower DRAM. The 3D-DRAM is
configured as a direct-mapped memory with 64 byte
granularity. On a 3D-DRAM demand miss, the re-
quested line is filled from DDR DRAM. And to make
room for the requested line, an older line needs be writ-
ten back to DDR DRAM (even if it is not dirty) since
there is no other copy of this line in memory. This
swapping process is required to maximize the available
memory capacity. A Line Location Table (LLT) keeps
track of the physical locations of the data lines. For
more details please refer to [11].

We use CAMEO model with HBM and PCM (instead
DDR DRAM), with a capacity ratio of 1:16 (HBM:PCM)
(as shown in 1). We evaluate the performance of stand-
alone CAMEO, CAMEO with a simple next-N line prefetch-
ing and CAMEO with HBM resident prefetching. Re-
sults are presented in Section 5.3. For CAMEO with
HRPB, we simply set aside a smaller fraction (e.g. 1/16th)
of the HBM as HRPB, and rest of the HBM is still em-
ployed in CAMEO model. On a LLC miss, we first
check in the HRPB and if not found, we follow usual
CAMEO workflow. We prefetch only the data which
is currently not in HBM. While prefetching we must
keep in mind that HRPB works on a 2KB granularity
whereas CAMEO works on 64B granularity and that
CAMEO uses LLT for locating addresses. Thus to prefetch
a new 2KB block to HRPB, we must consult LLT to see
if any lines of this 2KB block are currently in PCM and
prefetch only those lines into HRPB, and then set the
valid bits corresponding to these lines in the bit vector
residing in PBMT. For the remaining lines of that 2KB
block which are already in CAMEO HBM space, the
bits are kept as invalid in the bit vector of PBMT. On
a eviction from CAMEO HBM space, if a line’s parent
block is already in HRPB, we then write back the line to
both HRPB (and set valid in the bit vector) and PCM
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Processor Values
Cores, frequency 16, 3.2 GHz
Issue width, ROB size 4-wide OoO, 128 entries
Caches Values
L1 I-cache (private) 32 KB, 2-way set assoc.
L1 D-cache (private) 16 KB, 4-way set assoc.
L2 cache (shared) 16 MB, 16-way set assoc.
PCM Memory Values
Channels, capacity 2, 16 GB (2 x 8 GB)
Memory Controller (MC) 1 per channel
Ranks, banks 1 rank/ch., 8 banks/rank
Row buffer size 2 KB
Read, write, pref. queue 64, 256, 32 entries/MC
Read latency 80 ns (7.5ns tPRE+

62.5ns tSENSE+10ns tBUS)
Write latency 250 ns tCWL
Bus (per channel) 64-bit, 400MHz
HBM Memory Values
Channels, capacity 8, 1 GB (8 x 128 MB)
Memory Controller (MC) 1 per channel
Ranks, banks 1 rank/channel,

2 bank groups/rank,
4 banks/bank group

Row buffer size 2 KB
Read, write queue 32, 32 entries/MC
tCAS-tRCD-tRP-tRAS 14ns - 14ns - 14ns - 34ns
Bus (per channel) 128-bit, 500MHz

Table 1: Baseline configuration

(and update the LLT accordingly to make the HRPB in-
visible to CAMEO). This allows HRPB to provide data
on a future references to lines evicted by CAMEO.

3.3.2 Alloy Cache with HBM Resident Prefetching
In Alloy cache, as proposed by Qureshi et al., faster

3D-DRAM is employed as a large LLC to slower conven-
tional DRAM memory [12]. The 3D-DRAM is employed
as a direct-mapped cache with 64 byte line granularity.
Here both tag and data are kept together to avoid the
serialization of tag matching and data access. In our
implementation we use HBM as Alloy cache to slower
PCM memory. We integrate HRPB with Alloy cache in
similar manner as we integrate HRPB with CAMEO.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 Simulation Infrastructure
We assume a 16-core system with main memory com-

prised of 1GB HBM and 16GB PCM in a flat-address-
space model. Moreover, we have assumed that the OS
visible physical address range is statically partitioned
over HBM (excluding the HRPB portion) and PCM.
We use Ramulator [29] to simulate the system. For
configuring PCM timing parameters we primarily fol-
low [30]. All the configuration parameters are listed
in Table 1. We use Ramulator in trace-driven mode
with a CPU model to estimate IPC. To generate the
instruction/read/write traces we use PinPlay kit [31] to

Buffer Configuration
HRPB 64MB, 4-way, write-back, LRU eviction
OCPB 2MB, 16-way, write-back, LRU eviction

Policy Configuration
Legends Details
OC GDC OCPB with GDC policy, width=1, depth=4
HR GDC HRPB with GDC policy, width=1, depth=4
HR HB HRPB with HB policy, threshold 4
HR OP HRPB with Open Page policy

Table 3: Experimental Configuration

identify region of interest (ROI) of one billion instruc-
tions for each of the benchmarks mentioned in Table 2.
Then we generate a 16-core multi-programmed/multi-
threaded memory access trace using the multi-core cache
simulator Moola [32] (details are provided in section 4.2).
In our evaluation, as baseline, we use have above men-
tioned memory system without any prefetching, data
migration and caching.

4.2 Workloads
We have used 17 memory-intensive benchmarks from

the SPEC CPU2006 suite [33], and four representative
HPC benchmarks from the US Department of Energy
(DOE)- XSBench [34], LULESH [35], CoMD [36] and
miniFE [37]. Shown in Table 2, there are 20 different
workloads that comprise a mix of these various bench-
marks. We generate memory access traces for multi-
programmed workloads (1-16, 19, and 20 in Table 2)
by running 16 copies of ROI traces of one benchmark
or ROI traces from different benchmarks in a 16-core
Moola cache simulator. To generate memory access
traces for multi-threaded workloads (17 and 18 in Table
2) we run 16 ROI traces each from one thread of a 16-
threaded benchmark similarly using Moola. The mem-
ory access traces are used by Ramulator. Furthermore,
we categorize the workloads 1 to 10 as listed in 2 as
SPEC homogeneous (SPEC HOM), 11 to 16 as SPEC
heterogeneous (SPEC HET), and 17 to 20 as HPC ho-
mogeneous (HPC HOM).

5. EVALUATION
In Section 5.1, we first present the IPC performance

improvements of the three prefetching policies, namely
GDC, HB and OP implemented with HRPB and as well
as a SRAM implemented On-Chip (processor) Prefetch
Buffer (OCPB) with GDC policy. Details of the policies
and the experimental configurations are provided in Ta-
ble 3. For our basic set of experiments we have chosen
the HRPB size as 64MB and HB policy threshold as 4
after performing different sensitivity analysis which are
presented in Section 5.2, we also show the PCM timing
sensitivity analysis there. In Section 5.3 we evaluate
the performances of our composite schemes introduced
in Section 3.3.

For the figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, the positive y-axis
shows IPC improvement whereas the negative y-axis
shows IPC degradation in percentages with respect to a
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No. Work- Benchmarks MPKI F. print No. Work- Benchmarks MPKI F. print
load (GB) load (GB)

1 mcf 16x mcf 65.04 16 17 xsb 16x XSBench 22.01 14.68
2 lbm 16x lbm 44.21 6.30 18 lul 16x LULESH 13.51 6.80
3 milc 16x milc 23.05 9.05 19 mini 16x miniFE 6.72 10.66
4 omntp 16x omnetpp 18.96 2.06 20 comd 16x CoMD 1.41 2.30
5 astar 16x astar 16.80 2.63
6 gems 16x GemsFDTD 9.59 10.59
7 zmp 16x zeusmp 8.14 3.32
8 bwav 16x bwaves 6.90 6.82
9 cactus 16x cactusADM 3.70 2.31
10 xbmk 16x xalancbmk 4.50 2.89

No. Work- Benchmarks MPKI F. print
load (GB)

11 mix1 3x mcf, sphinx, 2x astar, 2x lbm, gcc, 2x soplex, libq., 2x milc, omnetpp, libq. 29.36 5.64
12 mix2 3x lbm, 2x mcf, 3x dealII, 3x soplex, bzip2, 2x cactusA., 2x GemsF. 20.47 5.08
13 mix3 2x GemsF., libq., 2x milc, dealII, 2x sphinx, 2x leslie., 2x cactusA., 2x gcc, bzip2, astar 10.99 3.34
14 mix4 mcf, 3x libq., 3x soplex, GemsF., milc, leslie., lbm, gcc, 2x bzip2, cactusA., dealII 18.27 3.60
15 mix5 5x mcf, 6x lbm, 5x soplex 42.51 7.61
16 mix6 4x libq., 3x omnet., 3x gcc, 3x sphinx, 2x milc, astar 19.64 2.11

Table 2: Evaluated workloads

baseline system with out any prefetching/migration/caching.
The x-axis shows the individual workloads presented in
Table 2 and separate averages for each of the workload
categories of SPEC HOM, SPEC HET, and HPC HOM.

5.1 Performance Analysis
Figure 3 shows the IPC improvements (in percent-

ages) for different prefetching policies over the base-
line. The HR HB provides the best average result over
all other policies for all three categories of workloads
SPEC HOM, SPEC HET and HPC HOM with average
IPC improvements of 27%, 43% and 40% respectively.
The prediction based HR GDC provides the next best
IPC improvements on average. The simpler HR OP
policy provides the worst improvement for 1/2 of the
workloads, the best improvement for two of the work-
loads (mcf and cactus), and an average improvement for
the rest.

HR GDC works well when the workloads have pre-
dictable sequences which happens when there are re-
peating sequence of address strides (e.g., stride sequence
2, 9, 5, 2, 9, 5). OC GDC follows the similar trend
as HR GDC but since OCPB is much smaller in size
(only 1/32th of HRPB), we observe less improvement
for OC GDC for most of the cases than HR GDC. The
exceptions are milc, omtp, astar, gems, bwav, xsb, and
lul, for them OC GDC provides performance close to
or even slightly better than HR GDC. After perform-
ing capacity sensitivity study for HR GDC we found
that these workloads have less reuse of data after longer
period, hence storing many prefetched blocks for pro-
longed period of time does not help improving the per-
formance (due to space limitation we did not present
the results). Moreover, since OCPB sits closer to core
and more way associative than HRPB, prefetch buffer

hit access latency is much lower, hence in few cases
OC GDC provides better performance than HR GDC.
HR HB scheme generally works well since usually a
block with frequent accesses is a good predictor of that
same block getting more accesses in the future. We
find that HR HB performs the best for 1/2 of the work-
loads. Our analysis show that, for most of these cases
HR HB policy prefetch accuracy (the percentage of use-
ful prefetches) and repeated hit to the same block is
much higher than the other policies. In case of HR OP,
we have changed the memory address interleaving from
cache line level to block level to get more row buffer hits,
however this decreases the MLP and hence we see less
performance improvement for most of the cases. How-
ever, for mcf and cactusADM our analysis shows that
the majority of the blocks have low reuse distance and
consequently policies that fetch the blocks the soonest
will give the best performance. The HH OP policy is
the quickest to initiate a prefetch request since it simply
tries to prefetch the most recently accessed row buffer
(open-page) and hence it outperforms the HR HB pol-
icy that has to wait for the block access count to cross
a certain threshold (in this case 4) before it can issue a
prefetch request.

Now we look at the cases where some prefetching poli-
cies are providing little or negative improvement over no
prefetching. For HH OP policy for omtp, and xbmk we
observe <3% IPC improvement and for astar and xsb
up to 12% degradation. Our analysis shows that these
workloads has very low spatial locality and use only few
cache lines in each 2KB block (50% to 90% of the time),
hence a simple policy like OP which fetches the most
recently accessed block is actually wasteful. Moreover,
as prefetching adds some overhead to each PCM access
(as every PCM access first needs to be checked into the
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Figure 3: IPC improvement (%) of different prefetching policies over baseline (negative y-axis shows degradation)

prefetch buffer), if the performance we gain by prefetch
hits is not enough to hide this overhead then we will see
performance degradation. The workload xsb is not only
prefetch un-friendly but also does not provide any per-
formance improvement with migration/caching as we
will see in Section 5.3.

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section we present different sensitivity analysis

for our best performing HB (hotness based) prefetching
policy. Due to space limitation we do not include the
results for other policies, since in general they follow the
trend as HB policy.

5.2.1 Capacity Analysis
In Figure 4 we show how the HB policy responses with

the HRPB capacity change. In Figure 4 legends, we
augment the associated buffer size with the policy name.
Larger buffer allows less conflicts and hence there are
less evictions. Hence it helps to hold older prefetched
blocks, however, for workloads which do not reuse the
same data for longer period we will not see much per-
formance improvement, 1/3rd of our workloads (milc,
gems, zmp, bwav, xsb, mini,and comd) falls in to this
category. For SPEC HET workloads we observe higher
conflict rate in smaller HRPB, so as the buffer grows
larger, we get better improvement. Interestingly for
workload lul, we do not see much change in performance
up to 256 MB buffer, but for 512 MB buffer we see an
increase of almost 20% since now a good portion of its
working set fits in the HRPB. In all of our experiments
we choose the buffer size to be 64 MB for various rea-
sons, first of all we want to use as smaller portion of
HBM as possible so that rest of the HBM is still visible
to OS, secondly, the processor-chip resident SRAM tag
array overhead is smaller, and thirdly, it still provides
fair improvement.

5.2.2 Threshold Analysis
In figure 5 we show how HB policy, that is our best

policy so far, changes with different thresholds. We
experimented with thresholds 2, 4, 8, and 16. With
lower threshold HB policy can decide early which blocks
to prefetch and hence initiates prefetch requests early
and receive the prefetch data early. Hence it may pro-
vide more hits to prefetched blocks if the prediction was
correct, but in some cases it might prefetch premature
blocks which will not have more accesses, so with lower

threshold prefetch accuracy might get lower. On aver-
age, for each category of workloads, threshold 2 provides
the best performance improvement over the baseline,
and also threshold 4 provides very similar performance.
However, threshold 4 provides better prefetch accuracy
than that of threshold 2, hence, we choose our thresh-
old to be 4 in all of our experiments. We see that for
3/4th of the cases there is drop in performance when
the threshold is 16, hence generally waiting too long to
take prefetch decision may introduce inaccuracy.

5.2.3 PCM Timing Analysis
In Figure 6 we show how sensitive is our proposed

HBM resident prefetching to the PCM timing. In one
extreme we have replaced PCM with much faster con-
ventional DRAM (DDR3). Also we evaluate a 2x faster
PCM and a 2x slower PCM taking the PCM timing
mentioned in 1 as standard. In Figure 6 the IPC
improvements for each timing configuration are com-
pared to the baselines having respective timing configu-
rations (i.e., fast PCM HR HB compared to fast PCM
basleine).

Since we prefetch from the“slower”memory and buffer
it in the “faster” memory, when we replace PCM with
DDR3 and prefetch from DDR3 to into HRPB, the
basic condition is missing since DDR3 and HBM has
similar timing. However, HBM has more number of
channels and can provide more MLP than conventional
DRAM . Hence, in this case we are paying the prefetch-
ing cost only to get the higher bandwidth benefit of
HBM, there is no explicit latency improvement (other
than having more MLP which may decrease the queue-
ing delay). From Figure 6 we can see that for ∼2/3rd
of the workloads we achieve negligible IPC improve-
ments or degradations, for the rest we achieve IPC im-
provements from 8% to 21%. With a faster PCM, the
amount of time we save by getting a hit in the HRPB
is smaller than the case when we have slower PCM,
hence with slower PCM we generally achieve better per-
formance improvement. This observation holds on av-
erage for SPEC HOM and HPC HOM workload cat-
egories. However, for SPEC HET workloads, in case
of very slow PCM, we find that prefetch accuracy de-
creases greatly, which means we lack prefetch timeliness
and hence we achieve lower performance than the case
with faster PCMs (IPC performances are improved, but
the relative gains are lower).
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Figure 4: Prefetch buffer capacity sensitivity for hotness-based prefetching policy
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Figure 6: PCM timing sensitivity for hotness-based prefetching policy
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Figure 7: (a) IPC improvement (%) of stand-alone CAMEO, CAMEO with N-line prefetching and CAMEO with
HR HB prefetching, (b) IPC improvement (%) of stand-alone Alloy cache, Alloy cache with N-line prefetching and
Alloy cache with HR HB prefetching over baseline system
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5.3 Composite Scheme Performance Analysis
Figure 7(a) shows performance of CAMEO [11], CAMEO

with next-N-line prefetching and our first composite
scheme (CAMEO with HR HB ). Figure 7(b) shows per-
formance of Alloy cache [12], Alloy cache with next-N-
line prefetching and our second composite scheme (Al-
loy cache with HR HB). In figure 7 (a) and (b), left
y-axis shows relative IPC performance improvements
(%) with respect to the baseline and right y-axis shows
the HBM hit rate (%) and the bars correspond to the
left y-axis and the lines correspond to the right y-axis.
Note that, since none of our workload footprint exceed
16 GB, so after allocating the whole 1 GB HBM as cache
we are still left with 16 GB of PCM as main memory
and hence we do not had to add any page fault cost.
So for our workloads we can not see the larger capacity
benefit of CAMEO over Alloy caching.

First we discuss the CAMEO related policies. On av-
erage stand-alone CAMEO degrades IPC performance
by 1%, whereas CAMEO with next-N-line prefetcher
and CAMEO with HR HB improves performance by
3% and 21% respectively. As discussed in Section 3.3,
in case of CAMEO, every HBM miss results in a write
back to PCM, therefore HBM hit rate plays an im-
portant role in CAMEO’s performance and for work-
loads with HBM hit rate under 64% we see performance
degradation. We know that writes are not in the crit-
ical path of execution but still when the write queues
are almost full memory controllers must prioritize write
queues over read queues and hence the overall execu-
tion time can be slowed down. In case of CAMEO with
next-N-line prefetcher, on each HBM miss, the demand
data line along with next N (we found N=4 to be op-
timal) lines are fetched into HBM. For 8/10th of the
workloads we see increase in HBM hit rate than only
CAMEO, nevertheless, for few of these workloads we
observe performance degradation since bringing more
data lines (demand and prefetch) into HBM also causes
more write backs to PCM which cause delay overhead.
CAMEO integrated with HR HB provides better per-
formance improvement on average than the previous
two policies. In case of HR HB, we are essentially mak-
ing copy of the prefetched blocks in the HRPB and on
eviction we only write back the dirty lines. By this com-
posite policy we are able to maintain the HBM hit rate
similar to stand-alone CAMEO but with less number of
write backs and hence we observe overall performance
improvement. Next we discuss the Alloy cache related
policies. On average stand-alone Alloy cache improves
IPC performance by 29%, whereas Alloy cache with
next-N-line (we found N=4 to be the best) prefetcher
and Alloy cache with HR HB improves performance by
40% and 56% respectively. In case of Alloy cache, which
is a direct mapped cache, only dirty cache lines are
written back to PCM, hence Alloy cache with similar
HBM hit rate as CAMEO, provides better performance
than CAMEO. The performance comparison between of
stand-alone Alloy cache, Alloy cache with next-N-line
prefetcher, and Alloy cache with HR HB policy follows
the similar trend as the comparison between different

CAMEO policies mentioned previously.

6. DISCUSSIONS
Scalability: Our prefetching schemes are driven by

CPU’s memory demand, not system memory capacity.
If there are many more cores in a single system then
it is likely that there will be groups (socket/tile) with
smaller number of cores with its own slice of LLC. We
envision that each such group will have its own prefetch
buffer portion in HBM (e.g., 64MB HRPB) and the
associated tag array ( 400KB SRAM storage) will be
kept on-chip with each such group. Hence, we propose
to scale HRPB size to scale similarly to LLC size as they
are both functions of the total memory accesses of all
of the cores. In such case, the prefetch buffer metadata
structures should still be a small fraction of the LLC’s
size (i.e., it’s still a tiny fraction of the on-chip SRAM).

Address Remapping: With PBMT we are just
putting another level of redirection for physical addresses.
Generally, data migration performed by OS, due to mem-
ory mapping changes, relies on the CPU’s load-store in-
terface and the cache hierarchy for moving pages. OS
will issue loads/stores for the target and source page
frames and all of these will be visible to and go via the
PBMT for correctness and consistency. For example,
a physical page frame A’s content in PCM has been
buffered in HBM frame B. If OS migrates frame A’s
content into a new frame C, then the migration will do
a sequence of load instructions which will be seen by
the PBMT and the correct data from frame B will be
copied.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We present a novel 3D-DRAM resident hardware based

prefetching mechanism for heterogeneous flat-address-
memory system comprising of HBM and PCM. We eval-
uated three different prefetching policies and show that
they perform better over no-prefetching. 3D-DRAM-
resident prefetching also shows performance improve-
ment over state of the art data migration and caching
techniques proposed for heterogeneous memory systems.
We also design composite schemes by augmenting such
prefetching policy with data migration and caching poli-
cies. It has been shown that for heterogeneous memory
systems involving PCM, such prefetching reduces the
number of writes to PCM which is beneficial.

The 3D-DRAM resident prefetch buffer can be em-
ployed as a staging area to take final migration decision
of the page to the faster memory. Hence we believe this
research opens new opportunities involving prefetching
in the context of heterogeneous memory.
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